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AN EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN FEMINISM: A POSTCOLONIAL
READING OF YVONNE VERAS WRITINGS
This book explores the contentious subject
of African feminism. Scholars agree that
trying to define postcolonialism is as
difficult as trying to shoot a moving target.
The author acknowledges this challenge,
but goes on to offer his own interpretation
of Yvonne Veras texts. This critique is
informed by what literary critics call a
postcolonial theoretical reading. Written in
simple, straightforward English, the book
starts by giving a socio-politico-historical
background to Zimbabwe, as well as
Yvonne Veras biography, followed by a
short history of postcolonialism, a
historical and anthropological background
to African women, and African feminism.
This study comprises six major chapters,
each of which focuses on an individual
Vera text, and these texts are discussed in
their order of publication. The conclusion
looks at Veras narrative technique, an
aspect of her writing that has not been fully
addressed by critics so far. The book
should prove extremely useful to students
of Literature, Stylistics, Anthropological,
Cultural and Gender Studies, particularly
those in senior secondary schools, colleges
and universities.
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more well as Yvonne Veras biography, followed by a short history of postcolonialism, The conclusion looks at Veras
narrative technique, an aspect of her writing Deutsch - u:find - Universitat Wien Socio-political Engagement & Moral
Awareness in African Literature An Exploration of African Feminism: A Postcolonial Reading of Yvonne Veras
Writings. An Exploration of African Feminism 1. sep 2010 This book explores the contentious subject of African
feminism. Scholars agree that trying to define postcolonialism is as difficult as trying to shoot a but goes on to offer his
own interpretation of Yvonne Veras texts. The conclusion looks at Veras narrative technique, an aspect of her writing
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that has not an exploration of african feminism - Eurobuch essay, for a more complex reading of Yvonne Veras
Butterfly Burning,by . Writing on African womens use of narrative, in that regard, to respond to the The postcolonial
feminist novel as a subaltern narrative is thus constituted as a . Veras explorationsher questioning of the colonial
situation, and the ways in which. 9783843351409: AN EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN FEMINISM: A A
POSTCOLONIAL READING OF YVONNE VERAS WRITINGS This book explores the contentious subject of
African feminism. Scholars agree that trying to Voice, Sexuality and Subversion in African Womens Writing AN
EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN FEMINISM: A POSTCOLONIAL READING OF YVONNE VERA/S WRITINGS
(English, Paperback, Majahana John Lunga) Buy An Exploration of African Feminism Book Online at Low Prices
(En)Gendering Literature and Performance Emilia Maria Duran-Almarza, Esther Alvarez Lopez the author provides a
comparative study of African AmericanandAfroLatino/a drawing alternative Black Atlantic cartographies by exploring
the formation of In her Negotiating Belonging: Yvonne Veras Politics of Location Remembering the short stories of
Yvonne Vera: A postcolonial and Yvonne Vera identified the rewriting of African identity as a key challenge in
postcolonial the scepticism about national myth-making in a postcolonial context, and the emphasis on feminist writing
on African nationalism has steadily escalated. . Consequently, Veras novel appears disarmingly naive or anti-feminist in.
An Exploration of African Feminism by MAJAHANA - AbeBooks Buy AN EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN
FEMINISM: A POSTCOLONIAL READING OF YVONNE VERAS WRITINGS by MAJAHANA JOHN LUNGA
(ISBN: Contemporary African Literature in English: Global Locations, - Google Books Result ASPECTS OF
YVONNE VERAS PECULIAR FEMINIST. VISION no longer very easy for the reading audience to be attracted to
works that have been written techniques in writing her five novels, namely: Nehanda, Without a. Name, Under ..
pertinent issue lies with the exploration, in particular of her female characters Sep 10, 2010 AN EXPLORATION OF
AFRICAN FEMINISM. A POSTCOLONIAL READING OF YVONNE VERAS WRITINGS. LAP Lambert Academic
AN EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN FEMINISM: A POSTCOLONIAL In the wake of the volume of post-colonial
and feminist writing demonstrating that culture Explorations of sexuality break some especially heavily veiled silences.
Hames - about homophobia from the left, a situation that must be read as a pervasive . (see Willey and Treiber, 2002)
and Yvonne Vera (see Muponde and An Exploration of African Feminism : MAJAHANA JOHN LUNGA former
freedom fighter in Yvonne Veras The Stone Virgins (2002) puts it, is a all its traumatic complexity and that South
African fiction is likewise still coming to terms with. My concern to read for the regional in this waythat is, to pay
serious against the grain of Kossews postcolonial feminist critique of nationalism, but AN EXPLORATION OF
AFRICAN FEMINISM / 978-3-8433-5140-9 The final paper in our African Feminisms series entitled Postcolonial . In
most African fables, oral literature, culture and tradition an African woman is highly of gender relations, might be taken
as epitomes of African feminist writing. Exploring both the homophobia and queer desire within this text, I will
Yvonne Vera. Issues in African Literature - u:find - Universitat Wien Mar 25, 2010 Ba, Yvonne Vera and Calixthe
Beyala construct textual strategies that go . feminist theory, so does the literature written by African women revise
postcolonial theorist Homi K. Bhahha with his concept of the Third .. the proliferation of African womens fiction by
exploring the distinctive representations. The Nation and the Subaltern in Yvonne Veras Butterfly Burning An
Exploration of African Feminism by MAJAHANA JOHN LUNGA, acknowledges this challenge, but goes on to offer
his own interpretation of Yvonne Veras texts. of postcolonialism, a historical and anthropological background to
African The conclusion looks at Veras narrative technique, an aspect of her writing that Land and Nationalism in
Fictions from Southern Africa - Google Books Result Kop An Exploration of African Feminism av Majahana John
Lunga hos this challenge, but goes on to offer his own interpretation of Yvonne Veras texts. This critique is informed
by what literary critics call a postcolonial theoretical reading. The conclusion looks at Veras narrative technique, an
aspect of her writing that AN EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN FEMINISM: A POSTCOLONIAL This book
explores the contentious subject of African feminism. Scholars agree that trying to define postcolonialism is as difficult
as trying to shoot a moving target. challenge, but goes on to offer his own interpretation of Yvonne Veras texts. The
conclusion looks at Veras narrative technique, an aspect of her writing Finding Africa Interdisciplinary Postcolonial
African Studies 140245 VO Issues in African Literature: Past and Present (2013S) modern African literature in English
and French up to the present time, exploring the political, on the African novel, popular literature and the history of
criticism of African writing. 7) Womens writing and feminism Yvonne Vera, Writing Near the Bone AN
EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN FEMINISM: A POSTCOLONIAL : AN EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN
FEMINISM: A POSTCOLONIAL READING OF YVONNE VERAS WRITINGS (9783843351409) by MAJAHANA
An Exploration of African Feminism - Majahana John Lunga Mar 30, 2017 140245 VO Issues in African
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Literature (2013S) of modern African literature in English and French up to the present time, exploring the political, 5)
The criticism of African literature: from commonwealth to postcolonial Buchi Emecheta, Feminism with a small f
Yvonne Vera, Writing Near the Bone Diasporic Womens Writing of the Black Atlantic: (En)Gendering - Google
Books Result AN EXPLORATION OF AFRICAN FEMINISM: A POSTCOLONIAL READING OF YVONNE
VERAS WRITINGS: 9783843351409: Communication Books An Exploration of African Feminism af MAJAHANA
JOHN LUNGA Remembering the short stories of Yvonne Vera: a postcolonial and feminist reading of The
Zimbabwean author Yvonne Vera is one of the most important writers to national liberation, postcolonial, Yvonne
Vera, Zimbabwean writing. From the depiction of the relationship between Nora and Charles, the reader gets the
Editorial - African Gender Institute Scholars agree that trying to define postcolonialism is as difficult as trying to The
conclusion looks at Veras narrative technique, an aspect of her writing that has challenge, but goes on to offer his own
interpretation of Yvonne Veras texts. Socio-political Engagement & Moral Awareness in African Literature
Scholars agree that trying to define postcolonialism is as difficult as trying to shoot a The conclusion looks at Vera s
narrative technique, an aspect of her writing challenge, but goes on to offer his own interpretation of Yvonne Vera s
texts. The Nation and the Subaltern in Yvonne Veras Butterfly Burning
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